DIRECTORS’ ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING  
Monday, February 14th, 2022  
555 S 10th Street  
Council Chambers

I. MINUTES

II. ADJUSTMENTS TO AGENDA

III. CITY CLERK

IV. MAYOR’S OFFICE

V. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE
   1. PLANNING DEPARTMENT:
      a) PBC220203-3 PC Action, Shelli Reid 2.3
      b) AN21011/CZ21055 Hope Community Church Letter of Support, Shelli Reid 2.8
      c) BP220208 – 1 AA Weekly Approval, Shelli Reid 2.8

VI. BOARDS/COMMITTEE/COMMISSION REPORTS

VII. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
   1. Juneteen Day a city holiday, name withheld
   2. Request to talk with city council members, Mitsi Money-Beecher
   3. Mask Mandates Causing Over 350% Surge In Childhood Speech Delays., Taylor Wyatt
   4. DHM, Jon Kari McGrew
   5. No to any Comprehensive Sex Education Standards in our schools!, Connie Wostrel
   6. Distuributing masks and test kits…, Maribeth Milner
   7. Invitation to bible study, Herb Welter
   8. Junk Cars, Debra Roberts
   9. OPPOSITION TITLE 11 Kill THIS bill, Janine Franzen
  10. Title 11 Changes, Elina Newman
  11. Suggested Changes to Charter Revision Ordinance, Jim Frohman
  12. Ordinance, Jim & Deanna McClintick
  13. Title 11, Darlene Howsden
  14. Voting privilege, Ron German
  15. Kill Title 11, R Thackery
  16. LET THE PEOPLE VOTE, Sharon Sevenker
  17. Title 11, Bonnie Hoegemeyer
  18. Put the Fairness bill to vote, Jane Corkill
  19. Title 11, Paul Liess
  20. Tittle 11, Devin Smith
  22. Title 11 vote to kill, Bruce Whitten
  23. Fairness ordinance, Lynn Stangl
  24. Revision of Title 11 of Lincoln’s Municipal Code, Betty Levitov
25. Testimony for hearing to be held 2-7-22, Amy Miller
26. Fairness Ordinance, Janet Greser
27. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination policy changes, Mel Severin
28. Fairness ordinance, Darcia Cole
29. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination, Emily Kazyak
30. Revise Title 11 of Lincoln Municipal Code, Maureen Honey
31. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination, Julia McQuillan
32. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination, Emma Grinde
33. Testimony in Support of Nondiscrimination, Staci Sinclair
34. PFLAG Lincoln Supports Revising the City Charter, Pat Tetreault
35. PFLAG Lincoln Supports Revising the City Charter, Pat Tetreault
36. Title 11 Municipal Code, Emily Levine
37. I endorse proposed Fairness revisions to Title 11, Helen Moore
38. Support for Title 11 revisions, Charles Francis
39. Support for Fairness Ordinance, Danielle Conrad
40. Revisions to Title 11—vote yes!, Jane Levine
41. Title 11 Revision Support, Carolyn Nolte
42. Fairness Ordinance: YES, Jacob D. Lozier
43. Fairness Ordinance, Kelsy Burke
44. Fairness ordinance, Darci Ross
45. Please support LGBTQI Lincolnites, Adam Levine (Non Resident of Lincoln)
46. Council Packet, Alena Bruzas
47. For 2/7/22 Meeting Packet, regarding Title 11 Municipal Code revisions, Maureen Ose
48. Testimony in favor of Revisions to Title 11, Barbara DiBernard
49. Support for Lincoln’s Fairness Ordinance, Paula Bohaty
50. Approve Gender Identity Ordinance, Lucas Best
51. Testimony in Support of Nondiscrimination Updates, Cortney Leikam
52. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination, Mary Barton
53. Support for Ordinance 22-31 (Title 11), Eric Reiter
54. Revisions of the Municipal Code, George Wolf
55. Municipal code revision, Laurel Van Ham
56. Testimony in support of nondiscrimination, Jess Parker
57. Written Testimony in Support of updating Title XI of LMC, Sara Rips
58. Support Equity Resolution, Sheri StClair
59. Non-discrimination Policy, Kathie Uhrmacher
60. Nondiscriminatory Policies Update, Amy Sparks
61. Fairness ordinance, Kitty Lozier
62. I support fairness policy, John Lozier
63. Support for Fairness Ordinance, Peter Barber
64. Pass title 11, Sharla Reynolds
65. Please Support Title 11 Revisions to the Code, Susan Soriente
66. Fairness Ordinance, Fernando Quinones Stowell-Flores
67. Fairness Ordinance, Dave & Elsa Larson
68. Approve fairness ordinance, Ashlie Thompson
69. Support for Revision of Title 11, Deborah Levitov
70. Revision of Title 11 – Support, Cheri Howard
71. Lincoln’s Proposed Fairness Ordinance, Maureen & James Harvey
72. Fairness Doctrine, Herb Welter
73. Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, Herb Welter
74. Proposed changes…, Mark Wilson
75. Title 11, Jolene Sell
76. Title 11…, Samantha Sandberg
77. Title 11, Wanda O'Toole
78. Redefining Sex in Title 11, Jim & Deanna McClintick
79. Lincoln Municipal Code…, Gretchen Wiese
80. Redefining sex in Title 11, Peggy Werblow Reier
81. As a registered voter, Michelle Greenwood
82. Ordinance redefining sex, Mindy Bednar
83. Refining Sex in City…, Mark Gill
84. Proposed Change to TITLE 11, Connie Nissen
85. Lincoln Municipal Code Title 11, Brian Foreman
86. NO!!….., Margaret Foster
87. “fairness” ordinance, Michael Prang
88. Redefining sexual identity, Karen Eberspacher
89. Proposed ordinance redefining sex…, Jane O’Connell
90. PLEASE do no redefine sex…, Jessica Suing
91. Title 11…, Jill Ballard
92. Vote NO on redefining sex…, Sharon Sevenker
93. Do not to redefine sex…, Corey Voichoskie
94. Proposed Ordinance…, Margaret Wall
95. Title 11 amendment, Cody Davis
96. Definition of sex, Lynette Waltemath
97. Title 11, Chris Ackerman
98. Hell Vomits out Filth, Elevate Church
99. Redefining Sex…, James Childers
100. Title 11…, Paul Harrell
101. Title 11…, Jan Wadell
102. Redefining “sex”, Mark Ruhl
103. Title 11 Gender Code, Gerald Splear
104. Comment, Lincoln Municipal Code, Marsha Hancock
105. Proposal, Jackie Zimmerman
106. Sexual identity and gender…, M Ralson
107. Sexuality, Bryan J. Van Deun
108. Ordinance feedback, Kristi Kreuscher
109. DO NOT REDEFINE SEX, Casey Voichoskie
110. Don’t Destroy our Culture, Stacey Olson
111. Meeting tonight, Rhonda Sohler
112. Ordinance to redefine Sex, Casey Moeller
113. Public Meeting Feb 7, 2022, William A Aultz (Non Resident of Lincoln)
114. DO NOT REDEFINE SEX…, Corey Voichoskie
115. Oppose the proposed…, Gene Schultz (Non Resident of Lincoln)
116. OPPOSE ORDINANCE…, Stephanie McKee
117. Vote against the proposed…, Paul Ehernberger (Non Resident of Lincoln)
118. Title 11, Dean Cook
119. Redefining sex, Mary Ryan
120. Hearing on redefining ‘sex’, Brenda Halbmaier (Non Resident of Lincoln)
121. Sex/Sexual Identity, Jonathon Goodro
122. Public Hearing for 2/7/2022, Barbara Ramsey
123. Proposed changes to Title 11, Daniel Frost
124. (picture message)
125. Regarding public hearing, Marty Kapler
126. Redefining of Sex, Nick Pischel
127. Title11, Glenda Boesiger
128. Sex and sexual identity, Jill Hallgren Havlat
129. Please OPPOSE redefining, Mary Odgaard
130. Ordinance definition change, Don Kucera
131. Municipal code changes, Rhonda Bohaty
132. Today’s vote on equity, Jennifer Butcher
133. Oppose Title 11, Emily Stockton
134. Opposition to redefining sexual orientation, Stephanie Werner
135. Oppose change to “fairness doctrine”, Joe and Rhonda Luetkenhaus
136. Redefining sex, Jodi Fischer
137. Regarding redefining sexual orientation, Stephanie Remus
138. (no subject), Robert Putt
139. “Fairness Ordinance”, Deb Hraban
140. Ordinance consideration, Scott & Gretchen Monroe
141. Title 11, Ryan Yang
142. Ordinance redining sex, Marcia Murray
143. Title 11, Doug Harshman
144. Opposition to ordinance, Rod Johnson
145. Title 11 Opposition, Jennifer Reeder
146. I am against Title 11, Kevin Oxner
147. Vote No on this dangerous…., Michele Ott
148. Things to consider, Zach Kassebaum
149. Title 11 changes, Jon Kari McGrew
150. Oppose the Proposed Ordinance, Laura Ottley
151. I stand in opposition, Nicole Lyon
152. Title 11- Fairness Ordinance, Steven Nichols
153. Title 11, Joy Podiska
154. Title 11, Anne Loeffler (Omaha Resident)
155. Title 11, Edward McKee
156. Against title 11, Sonya Howsdene
157. Do not redefine, Pat Wells
158. Title 11 Fairness ordinance, David Crouse
159. Proposed ordinance, Karen Carlson
160. Title 11, Michelle Hay
161. Sex Identy, Mary Jane Ashman
162. TITLE 11, Carol Kearns
163. No multi-gender access to restrooms, Gretchen Garrison (Milford)
164. Fairness Ordinance, Lynnette Hendrickson
165. (no subject), Glenda Davis
166. Lincoln Municipal Code, James Childers
167. I am urging you to vote no, Carolyn Mize
168. Opposition, Brandi Wolfe
169. TITLE 11, a Concerned Citizen
170. Vote against special classes for certain people, Connie Wostrel
171. Title 11, Cori Bierbaum
172. Fairness Ordinance 22-31 Title 11 Round 2 and the Law, Jack Riggins
173. KLIN 1400am 99.3FM Drive Time Lincoln Host questions and request, Jack Riggins
174. Proposed Changes to Title 11, Marilyn Keelan
175. Title 11, Dan Reinig
176. I OPPOSE the Gender Identity Ordinance, Heather Hall (Roca)
177. Title 11, Stephanie Watts
178. Oppose Gender Identity Ordinance, Lindsay Mundil
179. Title 11, Elizabeth Carlson
180. Universal Restrooms, name withheld
181. Fairness ordinance, Emily George
182. Chapter 11 changes, Taylor Wyatt
183. Proposed ordinance redefining sex…Jane O’Connell
184. Fairness ordinance, Constance Takhar
185. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Marlyce Benjamin
186. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, John Ringsmuth
187. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mindy Bednar (Roca)
188. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Eileen Douglass
189. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dustin Sutter
190. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Stacey Wheeler
191. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Pat Richenbach
192. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Faith Rochelle Wolfe
193. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Barndi Wolfe
194. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Diane Kavanaugh (Non Resident)
195. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jan Meyers
196. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Patty Eaton
197. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Laurie M. Lewis
198. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cori Bierbaum
199. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Teresa Fielder
200. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amanda Ripley
201. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Susan Sneddeker
202. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Krystine Kercher
203. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sheri Baumgartner
204. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, John & Brenda Roby
205. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jolene Grable
206. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Fran Potter
207. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Wade & Kristin Fornander
208. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Molly Kenow
209. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Teresa Predmore
210. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Stephen Sanderson
211. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Anne Hubbell
212. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Caitlin J
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nate Clark
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Katie Danpaul
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jean Miranda
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ron Lawson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jacob Bauer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lynita Hood
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Anthony & Jaimie Montag (Seward)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Alycia Dunn
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Renee Hein
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nicholas Lemme
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, John Boever
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, James Tibbels
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sherri Sueltler
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kevin Hubbell
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nancy Mikesell
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Andy Arbie
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Christa Mittan
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Greg Hanel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Hannah Schinkel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dana Bird
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Aimee Nebel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Raun
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Peter Kwasniewski
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shelly Wright
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Craig Pytleski
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nate Bird
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Kay Gaura
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kate Walker
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Alison Morrow
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lydia Eskildsen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rita Widkelsen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Sand
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Christy Ledgemberg
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lori Weskamp
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Michaela Judd
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Alvin Sand
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sarah Peed
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Elly Fugleberg
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rochelle Essay
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sarah Moje
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dustin Ledgerwood
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ryan & Katie Fischer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sara Gubbels
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kelly Neal
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bill & Cynthia Hanus
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bridget Diederich
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joseph & Chelsea Meduna
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jennifer Tarzian
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Drew Hines
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jakob Andreasen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jacquelan Doering
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carrie Stratman
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Josh Andreasen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Janel Andreasen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Laura Reese
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Deb Olson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Michelle Oelke
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rob Bryant
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Paula Kucera
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kelby Meyers
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ashley Ronnebaum (Non Resident)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dave Hubertus
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Chelsea Schauer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Pat Waite
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kelly Callan
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gerald Doty
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Monica Henkenius
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shane Kennett
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amanda Weeder (Non Resident)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carolyn Dalton
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Matt Weeder
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kelly Halverson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeremiah Zimmerman
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sara Siedel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Catherine Rolfson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kevin Bousquet
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Hannah Bauer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Theodore Kinkaid
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Maximilian Doty
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kari Bazan
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julia Cuaz
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joshua Burks
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amy Johnson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bill & Cynthia Hanus
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Katherine Johnstone
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julie Kirk
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ian Johnstone
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ken Pinkerton
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kacy Steiner
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kimberly Robinson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jonathan Andreasen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ruthie Maguire
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandy Payne
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Randall Zimmerman
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ellie Beiermann
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Laura Frayser
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Matt & Jennifer Davis
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kathleen Hubertus
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amy Harshman
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Anne Larsen
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Stephanie Hohlen
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amber Heeren
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Melissa Hovendick
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Janell Martin
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Emma St. Hilarie
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Zach McDermott
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ron Kuehn
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Emily Moore
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kamaray Kassebaum
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jordan Zoucha
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Thomas Martin
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rodrick Bruce
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shane Slightom
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Denise Klein
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jean Brown
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lindy Hiatt
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jay Perkins
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Trey Pittenger
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shari Pittenger
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jenny Anderson
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Renee Hueser
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kendra Bee
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sarah Simpson
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sarah Simpson
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Angelina Krotz
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amy Lyon
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jon Feauto
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carrie Kortum
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kyle Wilkinson
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Michelle Sander
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ann Andrews
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gretchen Wiese
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Connie Wostrel
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeremiah Zimmerman
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rajeana Harris
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nick Brandt
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mike Davis
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Del Whitman
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Susan Fertig
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kristin Nelson
"Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Anna Cosby
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jon Walz
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary Fuller
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lana Rosburg
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julie Whitman
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gayla Bahm
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bethany Stamps
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ann Naderhoff
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Scott Fisher
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeshan Kanaganayagam
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary & Carol Dunker
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kyle Schmit
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Judith Lewis
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Chuck Myers
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jace Bonsall
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Teresa Roeloffs
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kevin & Chananne Slepicka
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Brittany Sanchez
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Vincent Grove
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Annette Wemhoff
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kimberly Dolberg (Scottsbluff)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Soloman Mwania
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Terri Pomajzrl (Firth)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeanie Madsen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Linda Korte
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jane Droud
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jerrad Elkins
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gregory Firth
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Donna Mulder
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Deb Miller
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cristi Bossemeyer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Allen Korte
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Robyn Hays (Elkhorn)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Chris Oerman
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carolyn Johnson-Erb
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nancy Wanamaker (Omaha)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Keith Torgersen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Steve Jensen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeanne Johnson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joan Texel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Tyler Shada (Orleans)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Karen Carlsen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ronica Stromberg
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Katie Bugbee
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandi Thurmond
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dawn Trail
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kay Moore
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Charlene Luethje
401. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Maranda Hoefs
402. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bethany Korsmo
403. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gregory Brown (Kearney)
404. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kelsi Oldenkamp
405. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Frances Cupples (Fullerton)
406. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kali Hollstien
407. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Debra Kalama
408. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Adrienne Egan
409. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Tony & Pat Indebitzen
410. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carol Butte
411. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jessica Young
412. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amber Detweiler
413. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Eddie Alderman
414. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lisa Mcinerney
415. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kay Moore
416. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary Schultz (Lexington)
417. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Elizabeth Christenson
418. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Laurie McKenzie
419. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Terry Zoucha
420. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Alan- Delores Farlin (Minden)
421. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Aletha Sands
422. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lori Renaud
423. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dede Sands (Omaha)
424. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carol Gould (Non Resident)
425. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julia Kercher
426. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Randy Jergens
427. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shirley Schuman (Non Resident)
428. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joann Tumbleson
429. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cheryl Friberg
430. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julie Ralston
431. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Donald Glover
432. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Donald Glover
433. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Blanca Ramirez-Salazar
434. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Deanna Troxel
435. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Karen St Pierre
436. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dale Sutter
437. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jim Fosnaugh
438. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rachel Akridge
439. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Diane Terpsma
440. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Susan Jagoda
441. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Paul Liess
442. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jill Smith
443. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Martha Meyers (Bennet)
444. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Katrina Longe
445. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Richard O’Conness
446. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sara Kurtenbach
447. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kim Ochsner
448. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ashleigh Huffman
449. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joyne Howsden
450. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Emilie Schardt
451. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Meghan Scdoris
452. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, D McIntosh
453. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sudie Bock
454. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, D McIntosh
455. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sudie Bock
456. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bev Westerberg
457. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joe Buda
458. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mike Kenney
459. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Maxine Halsey
460. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nancy Pekny
461. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Gabel
462. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Brian Pfeiffer
463. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lynette Sorrentino
464. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lynn Brennan
465. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Emily Pfeiffer
466. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Liz Davids
467. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Leslie Sims
468. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cindy Schlegelmilch
469. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Linoma Wingate
470. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Greg Hood
471. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Stephanie Johnson
472. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joyce Porter
473. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Don Olson
474. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Aaron Beauclair
475. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Doyle Hulme
476. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Becky Mooss
477. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Pamela Wrightsman
478. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gregg Aksamit
479. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Natalie Bubak
480. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kayli Starr (Raymond)
481. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandra Hilsabeck
482. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julie Bottger
483. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kevin Hessheimer
484. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mark Canfield
485. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Stanley Heider
486. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Karen Walter
487. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Miller
488. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Karen Lynn Knaup
489. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandy Anderson
490. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shane Lowrey
491. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jessi Yoder
492. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Tom Nebelsick
493. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandy Riggs
494. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Glenda Cunning
541. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Robbie Klever
542. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dacia Gillett
543. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Doug Harral
544. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Doug Harral
545. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nadine Nebelsick
546. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cindy West
547. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Twila Gillett
548. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jaime Schmidt
549. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sara Whisenhunt
550. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Michael & Lesley Hoover
551. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Shelli Cook
552. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Emily Villa
553. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Chris Williams
554. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Samantha Barnhouse
555. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lisa Clark
556. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Brent Nelson
557. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Daniel Schiermann
558. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Karen Kropp (Non Resident)
559. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Angela Reiling
560. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jeanie Madsen
561. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kathy Deaver
562. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lynn Brechbill
563. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Janice Stidd
564. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cindy Skiles
565. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Palmer
566. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mary Palmer
567. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Barb Calcara
568. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Mae Pohlmann
569. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary Dorn
570. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary Roberts
571. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sam Mwania
572. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, James Goni
573. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Tony & Pat Indebitzen
574. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Danielle Klafter
575. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Duane Helmink
576. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Laura Rauscher
577. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cathy Mann
578. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Twila Gillett
579. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Doyle Peterson
580. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cortney Criswell
581. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lisa Pitts
582. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Chris Conkel
583. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Nancy Loeffel
584. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dwane Rauscher
585. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cynthia Hartman
586. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gary Knaub
587. “Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Greta Bloyd
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lynnette Koehne
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Joelle Knott (Minden)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jimmy Kilzer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cynthia Muilenburg (Aurora)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Janie Drahota (Madison)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ann Borchers
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Terry Nelson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Gina Kilzer
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Lori Lubbe
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Victoria Riis
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Julene Schoen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Katherine Anetsberger
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dan & Nancy Gibson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Cyrilla Murdock
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Tessa Harris
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Abraham Klafter
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Sandy Riggs
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amber Watson
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Amber Daniell
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jason Bingham
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rich & Dixie Justus
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kristen Welch
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Rich Justus
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jami Heiss
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Bradley Reinke
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, John Bailey
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Dorothy Liess (Kearney)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Terri Petersen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Don Woodburn
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kenneth Troester
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ed Nix
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, James Loeffel
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Marcilee Hergenrader
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Brittany Perrine
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Ron Merrill
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Esther Obornoy
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Crystal Miller
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Jan Amm
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carol Hansen
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Vicki Keck
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Vicki Keck
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Paul Welch
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Peggy Anderson (Omaha)
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Kay Meiler
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Christina Sarber-Shoff
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Judy Rung
“Title 11/Oppose Gender Identity” mass form email, Carol Robison
VII. ADJOURNMENT